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By John Brayfield and 
Mike Lefkow 
The Spartan 
Daily  refused yesterday 
to meet
 the demands of the
 pro-Arab 
students  who marched 
into the Daily 
office in protest 
Tuesday  afternoon. 
The protestors
 demanded that the 
Daily cease publishing 
"anti -
Palestinian
 cartoons," apologize 
publicly for "previous racist political 
cartoons," and that no signatures be 
"required from foreign student 
organizations that have endangered 
members."
 
The last demand was later 
changed to 
include not publishing the 
signatures
 of 
"all foreign students." 
Protestors march 
When the Daily refused to meet the
 
demands of pro-Arab students, 50 
protestors marched
 into the Spartan 
Daily  office, 





San Jose city 
and  campus police 
were  
summoned  to the 
Daily.  At that time,
 
Daily
 staff members 
were forced to 
leave the
 office to continue
 working on 
today's issue









them to take their 
demands
 to the A.S. 
Councilwhich met 
later  that day. 
Daily editor responds 
According to Kathy Rebell°, editor -
in -chief of the 
Daily,  all three of the 
demands were turned down yesterday 
in a closed meeting held in the con-
ference room of the Journalism 
Building.
 
Five pro-Arab representatives 
met  




members, the two Daily faculty ad-
visers and the chairman
 of the 
department.  
"It is not ethical to allow
 any outside 
organization
 to dictate editorial policy 





tinued, "we cannot 
apologize for 
something that never occurred. 'Io do 
so, would be a lie." 
"The real issue here seems






Bebello also said 
that she would 
continue her policy of signatures on 
all  
letters to the editor 
except  where the 
author's 
life or livelihood is en-
dangered. 
The group of 50 pro-Arab students 
converged on the Spartan Daily 
office  
once it was made public that its 
demands had 
not been met. 
The editors and advisers returned to 
the Daily office to find 
50 demon-
strators 
walking  around reporter's 
desks, sitting on the tables and floor 
and lining the east wall 
of the office. 
Some 
demonstrators  wore scarfs 
around their 
faces and  others held up 
protest
 signs and copies of the Daily to 




The group began chanting "people 
united shall never 
be defeated,"




Dr.  Larry Snipes, adviser to the 
Daily, 
asked  the demonstrators to leave 
the room because "they were disrup-




replying that they would not 
leave the office "until 
their  demands 
had been 
met." 
At this point, police 
officerswho  had 
been standing byasked
 "everyone" to 
leave  the 
room.  
Members of 
the  Daily staff were 
forced to 
meet
 in other areas of the 




pro -Arab students 
continued to 
chant as 




several  of his 
officers,













"You have 15 
minutes to leave this
 





 that time will
 
be 
subject  to 
arrest."  
Although 
the  pro-Arab 
group was 
given 15 
minutes  to 
disperse,




















chairmen to state why 
women or 
minority candidates were not 
qualified 
to fill an available faculty position,
 
according to SJSU affirmative action 
coordinator. 
Stephen A. Faustina, affirmative 
action coordinator, said he has drafted 
a proposal to 
be
 sent to the dean of 
faculty, adacemic vice 
president and 
SJSU personnel office for review in the 
next 
two  weeks. 
He proposes that 
the affirmative 
action compliance form for university 









 Application flow 
information
how  many women 
and
 minorities ap-
plied,  the breakdown 
according  to race 
and sex, and how 
















identified  as qualified 
for the 
position,  but 
not  selected 















 department used when the 
chairman 
submits  appointment papers. 
Faustina said that the 
university  
must standarize










He added that he 
hoped the proposal 
would be received
 favorably by SJSU 
administrators
 and the 
department  
chairman
 if it should 







Faustina,  it could 
come
 from the 
department  
chairman
 who might 
see  it 
as "extra 
paper  work." 
"I hope its not in opposition to 
equal  
employment and affirmative 
action.
 I 
trust that it's not," added 
Faustina.  
Dr. Clay S. Andrews, department 
chairman of Elementary Education, 
said it ( the proposal) did not bother 
him, but he does not believe in 
quota 
systems. 
He added, "We are working in a 
school with different cultures and 
should have people on staff who will 
represent
 them." 













 the normal process in ad-





"I'm a firm 
believer in president 
Bunzel's affirmative action position 
that 
you  get a pool of women and 
minorities but your eyes are blind to 
sex and race when looking at person's 
qualifications,"
 said Blythe. 




 department chairmen, said 
about the proposal, 
"I think I can live 
with  
it."  
He also said he 
choose the best 
candidate
 according 
to the most 
qualified 




 a candidate 
as a 
"racial stunt 
which  would work but 
would  be dumb" 
However, Dr. Edward 
Laurie,
 
department chairman of marketing,
 
said he would comply with the form. 
"Only if that has to be required 
of
 all 
candidates, otherwise it's bigotry 
and I 
don't care if it's for 
God or the 
university, it's
 bigotry in another 
area." 
"I don't see how it will 










 Arab students 
to leave Daily 
newsroom  
their grievances to the A.S. Council. 
The majority of the demonstrators 
continued chanting and singing 
following Quinton's statement. 
One of the 
protestors  spoke to the 
group, "We have decided to take our 
grievances to today's yesterday's) 
A.S. 
council meeting. This does not 
mean that we are submitting to the 
demands of the police or the Spartan 
Daily. We will be back." 
The group then left and 
marched 
across 
campus  attempting to 
physically and vocally attract sup-
porters to march with them 
to the 
council chambers. Several students 
walking on Seventh Street were 
grabbed  and asked to participate





 Before going to council 
chambers, 
about 20 of 
the protestors met in a 
closed meeting in a room of the Student 
Union. It was
 explained they met to 




the Arab Student 
Organization,  the 
Revolutionary Student 
Brigade and the 
Iranian Student Associationwere 
chosen
 to present the statement of 
policy. 
The policy approved by the members 
of the closed meeting included: 
 The 
A.S.
 council officially con-
demns the Spartan Daily for its "racial 
policies."  
 That the council accept and support 
the demands set down by the pro-Arab 
students. 
A.S. council cutting
 Daily funds was 
also  discussed by the groupbut it was 
decided this issue should be brought 
before council at a later date. 
The group
 then agreed to meet at 4:30 
p.m. to present its 
policy  to the A.S. 
council. 
The meeting was then ad-
journed. 
Arabs demand 
A spokesman who 
identified  himself 
as an 
Arab  Student, spoke briefly to the 
council. He requested that council take 
"I 
don't  think they're racist" 
action and meet pro-Arab demands. 
"In the name of the Arab 
students  we 
ask  the council
 to denounce the Daily," 
the 
spokesman  said. "We demand the 
Spartan




 agreed to place the three 
representatives of the protest group on 
the agenda. 
After his presentation, the Arab 




"We consider that they have made a 
racial attack on 
100 million people 
under the name
 of democracy and 
freedom of speech," he said. 
The spokesman said 
an apology 
should be 
written in the same place that 
the cartoons have appeared. 
One outside reporter pointed out that 
the 
cartoon
 was a syndicated one run in 
many newspapers throughout the 
United States. 
The Arab spokesman described the 







By Leslie Jennings 
Paul Conrad, Los Angeles Times 
syndicated political cartoonist, 
defended his cartoons against charges 
of racism in a phone interview 
with the 
Spartan Daily yesterday. 
Arab students
 and their supporters 
accused the Daily this week 
of running 
anti -Palestinian cartoons
 on the 





his drawings are 
prompted by issues,
 not racism. 
The Daily uses 
the political drawings 
on a 
subscription  basis. Conrad
 is the 
only cartoonist





 "I am not a 
Jew,"
 and said of his 
cartoons
 "I don't 
think they are 
racist."  
Conrad, whose cartoons 
are syn-
dicated
 in 160 papers across the 
United 
States  and Europe, added that no 
"good 
cartoonist"  would 
ever draw an 
editorial cartoon that
 is the opinion of 
his editor's 
or publisher's policy. 
The most recent cartoon used by the 
Spartan
 Daily depicted 
King Kong 
wearing a kaffiyeh ( Arab
 headpiece), 
on
 top of the United 




Conrad said he 
drew
 that cartoon as 
"an objection" 








 who spoke to the 




said Arafat should not 
have  
been
 allowed to talk 
before  the U.N. 
because he "does not 
represent a 
countryonly a band of terrorists."
 
It was that opinion
 that prompted him 
to draw the cartoon,
 he said. 
Conrad also said 
he was working on 
another 
anti -Arab cartoon at the 
time
 
the Daily interviewed him 
yesterday. 
He did not say 
what issue the cartoon 
concerned.  
"We ( L.A. Times) have run several 
letters  from Arabs in this area ( 
L.A.
 ) 
and they ( Arabs) are all upset," 
Conrad said. 
The cartoonist also said 
the Times 
has received approximately 
ten letters 
disagreeing with the
 cartoon's position. 
However,
 public opinion is running 4 
to 1 in favor of 
the cartoons, Conrad 
said. 
He said he is not certain if 
the  count is 




 has not received any 
other 
phone calls concerning his 
cartoons  or 
any 
feedback  from other papers 
sub-
scribing to his syndicated 
cartoons.  
Conrad 
said  he does not 
recall  
whether or not he 
has  ever drawn an 
anti -Israeli cartoon. 
The cartoonist has worked for the
 
LA. Times
 10 years and has 
been a 
cartoonist for 23 years. 
One of four 





























































































































money  to 














Scheduling  Office 
to make 
Vol. 63 
arrangements  to sell the cards at 
tables on campus and was told that 
they could not.
 
Connie Brown of the scheduling 
office told him that as stated 
in
 the 
Time, Place and Manner 
Document," published
 materials 
that are sold at 
the bookstore are 
not allowed 
to be sold elsewhere on 
campus,  the idea being that this 









manager of the bookstore
 said that 
exceptions can be 
made,  but that 
the decision 
was  up to the 
manager, 
Harry  Wineroth, who 
was 
out  of town until the end
 of the 
week. 
I 
would hope that 
Wineroth will 
make this an 
exception  in the true 
Sallv
 

















wheat  with 




















 or else 
as 
many 

































gone  so 



















Letters  to the 
Editor  
Freedom








 Daily too 
Editor 
I would like 
to comment on the 
demonstration 
staged by Arab 
students on Tuesday
 against the 
Spartan Daily. 
I should first identify 
myself  as a 
WASP and as a 
supporter  of the 
Isreali position
 in We 
However, I would support any 
position if it recognized, in 
some 
form,
 a continuing Israeli state and 
solved, in some way, the 
Palestinian  problem. 
The demonstration on Tuesday 
was 
peaceful,
 for which! commend 
the Arab students. I am in favor of 
their demonstrating. However, 
their cause, in this case, is not in 
keeping with a basic American 
principlefreedom of the 
press.  
Arab students were 
protesting  
the Daily's publication
 of the 




Granted, the cartoons were not in 







principles  of 
freedom of the 
press  do not dictate 
that we should sit in 
judgment of 
what shall be called racist. We 
shall not censor any publication, 
whether it be a student publication 
or a private publication. 
Racism is wrong. That is my 
opinion,  and one which, I wish, was 
shared by all. But it is 
not. 
Voltni-e said, "I 
disapprove of 
what you say, but will defend to the 
death your right to say it." 
If you limit the right
 of one 
cartoonist to 
say  what he thinks, 
even if you
 are morally opposed to 
it, you are stagnating 
the press 
which is there to 
serve all people. 
Say what 
you feel. Submit an 
alternative
 point of view. 
Conduct  
a campaign
 to get the 
cartoonist  to 
change
 his views or 
the way he 
presents  them, 
but do not try 
to 
repress  his 




 Chile, in 
Greece
 and in 
the 
Soviet  Union there
 is freedom 
to print only 
what






wish  to 
set 










 list if 
Bunzel
 
gets  way 
Editor: 
It was with dismay
 that I read 
Gerald Curtis's letter, "Spartan 
Daily accused of not reporting on 
Chicano community." While I 
totally agree with Curtis's ac-
cusation, I find 
his  position on the 
Daily's coverage of the Economics 
Department crisis to be a 
misunderstanding on his part. 




 probably one of 




 would take a hard look 
at the Economics Department 
situation, he would probably  agree 
with me that it spells the hand-
writing on the wall 
as to what 
Bunzel has in mind for the Mexican 
American Graduate 
Studies  
( MAGS ), Black Studies,
 Women 
Studies and New College. 
( As a matter of fact, last year 
Bunzel first attempted 
to
 take all 
those 
departments
 on at the same 
time until we massively demon-
strated against him. Then he found 
it wiser to turn his attention































































































































































































 relaxed and confident, sat 
back, sipped his 
coffee  and took his 
jacket off, the Tau Delta
 Phi ship 
was sinking fast; the 
enemy  would 





 reflection, I think perhaps 
Bunzel, the 
university  president, 
easily emerges as the 
domineering  




One gets the 
impression that he 
calculates every
 decision 
decisively;  ultimately 
in terms 
with his own professional
 stan-
dards  and beliefs. 
Yet one 










 beliefs can 






This  is 
best
 expressed
 in his 
ambivalence









































impasse where the quality of 
education is 
spiraling
 down and the 
president can 
only









In short, Bunzel 
wants  to be the 








 at the same 





 and how to 
preserve it, 
confused
 Tau Delta 









 He will continue
 to 
dictate 
university  policy 


















 which he 
is embroiled









































MAGS will be 














freedom  and in 
that 






 Asian. At least
 it concerns 
those  
Blacks, 




 that care 
about freedom in 
general and 
stopping the 
Bunzels  from 
carrying  
out
 their purges 
unopposed,  in 
particular. 
Back to the 
Spartan
 Daily: The 
Daily uses 
vast amounts of 
space  
on
 filler articles from the 
national 
news media. Obviously
 one does 
not 
have
 to read the Daily to find 
out 
what's  happening nationally. 
So why didn't 






didn't  you 
challenge 
the  Daily's editorials
 
that do not deal with anything 
even 
remotely relevant to the im-
mediate
 needs of the students
 or 
the community? 
There is clearly a lot of space to 
be had in the Daily without having 
to curtail the coverage of the 
Economics Department.
 
I would also like to inform you 
that the Third World Coalition and 
Progressive Slate on 
Student 
Council have put a lot of energy 
into 
publicizing  and disputing 
Bunzel's policies on the Economics 
Department, and through it, the 
other threatened groups on 
campus.
 
I hope this letter will clear up 
some misunderstandings and show 
the 
importance of the economics 
struggle
















least we can 




















those  who 






For quick and full 
publication,
 
letters should be 
limited  to 14 in-
ches or about 500 words, typed on a 
55-space line. 
The editor 




























self-proclaimed  judge, jury and 
executioner
 A.S. reporter James Hadley has caused 
me public embarrassment in order to further
 his own 
unethical journalistic career, I 
wish
 to speak my mind 
to the students of SJSU. 
Most of 
Friday's  article concerning my resignation 
as A.S. 
attorney general was meant as an off 
the 
record explanation of developing political events. 
The information was 
meant  to aid the campus 
newspaper in 
understanding






The information concerning my 
academic  standing 
was obtained illegaliy. 
According
 to the registrar's 
office,
 no student
 has the right
 of access to 
another
 
student's confidential records. 





 Mine was 
because I 




were starting last spring. I have 
taken all 
but  one 
final 
and 
the last one will be taken 
Friday. I will no longer 
be on probation.
 





 else be 
singled









on academic probation do not have 
to 
suffer  
in such a 
manner?  
And 
why  is it that 
a photo of 
myself  was 
placed  along 
with  the 
article,  while 
the  
resignations




semester  did 









benefit of one reporter!
 
! Sensationalism for the 
benefit  of one 
reporter!
 
I ran for the office of attorney general because I 
believed that a weakened office, if revitalized, could 
serve a useful purpose for students. 
Our student government 
lacks  a watchdog, someone 
to keep a watchful eye over A.S. operations. However, 
certain












paranoid.  I 
wonder why. 
As 




























There  is never 
enough 
information  












 and a lack
 of 
responsiveness  on 
the part of 













 to the inadequacies 
of
 our A.S. government.
 The 
"new energy" 






will probably attempt to 
abolish the office of 
attorney general. 
This must be prevented.
 I have 
resigned
 from office but, I have not 
quit
 a necessary 
fight
 to keep this position






removing  one more 
segment
 of A.S. government,
 
the chancellor's 
belief  that student 













But, does Rico 
care? No! 
He's
 the A.S. 
president,  

























 which time 
he 
made
 it very clear
 to him that
 the interview
 was "for 
the 






 by the editors
 of the Daily. 
4 













upset, two students from 
SJSU walked off with first
 
and third 
place trophies in 
the first college level 
Japanese
 oratory contest 
sponsored Sunday 
in San 
Francisco by the Japanese 
Speaking Society of 
America. 
Katherine Leonard, 21, "a 
second year senior" 
majoring in' Japanese 









a word of Japanese 
before classes started in 
September, placed third in a 
field of 23 contestants 
representing  
seven  
universities and the 
Army 





elated  Dr. Choate 
Lin,  their teacher and coach, 
said
 the triumph had added 
meaning since both students 
had no ethnic or academic 
background in Japanese. 
"To them," he noted, 
"Japanese is a 100 per cent 
foreign language and foreign 
experience. It's more than 




first place finish 
earned  her a round-trip
 
ticket
 to Japan, a $100 cash 
prize, a trophy and a hand-










A Japanese studies major, 
Leonard drew on her ex-
periences in the sister-city 
program 
between San Jose 
and 
Okayama,






From June to December 
of 
last year, she boarded with a 
Japanese family in the city, 
located southwest of Tokyo 
on the main island of Hon-
shu, while studying 





















 her study 
of 
Japanese,  
reviewed  the 





Japanese  was a 
subject 
of
 interest only. 
"I got 
my
 degree in math
 
last
 semester," she 
said.  
-Now I'm just taking things 
that
 are fun." 
Her third place finish 
brought with it a certificate, 



































According  to 
Lin, each 
contestant















was  based 
on a 


















































"I though I would
 give it a 
try 
just for the 







Genii" as a 
possible  
subject, 














car,  probably 




 so hard for 
this," she said,
 "that my 
certificate is 
going  right on 
my wall and 
my
 trophy is 
going  to be 
right  on my 
table." 
It 
was  her enthusiasm, as 
well






 to enter. 
"I wasn't even interested 
at first,"
 Leonard admitted. 










Switchboard  has 
released  a 









according to Doni 
Alexander,
 the guide's 
author. 
"Any 


















employes  at the 
more 
reputable  stores 
can
 
give you the 
best advice and 
because
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 Center in 
San Jose; 
Stan's




Helm  of 
Sun 
Valley































 in buying 
is getting 
equipment












wide ski and 





































































$2.00  - 
must  be 
21 
Plenty
 to Eat & 
Drink 
pants can cost up 
to
 $150, but 
many skiers 
on




wear  a heavy coat. 
The 
best  price 
for  ski 
rentals was found at Stan's. 
Their package
 weekend rate, 
which costs 
$6 including skis, 
boots and 
poles, is for pick up 
on Wednesday 
night and to 
be
 returned on 
Mondays. 
Students planning
 to rent 
equipment should
 note that 
ski resort 
rentals  are higher, 
and 
that
 it is cheaper to rent 
the equipment before 
leaving,  the guide says. 
The guide is on file at the
 
Consumer Switchboard 
office  in the Student 
Union.  































 the dates. 















 Science Ordeal:Maio will meet at 
7-30 
p.m  in the Student Chapel. 
SJSU Sailing Club will meet at 7.30 p.m in 
the S U 
Guadalupe  Room 
Ad. -American Studies will present a 
forum on the San Francisco International 
Hotel dispute from 2 to 3,30 p.m. in ED 433. 
AalmeAmericau Studies will present "Duel 
of Faris," a Chinese K ungfu fighting movie. 




Hillel will meet at 8 p.m in the Jewish 
Student Center, 441S. 10th St. Guest speaker 
will be Chad Ulmart, a member of the 
Parlirnent. He 
will talk about tlw 
Palestinian controversy and the status of 
Jerusalem 
Sletaamese Stadeets' Ameriatioa will meet 
at 7:30 p.m. in BUS 15 
SATURDAY
 
IUSU Karate team will  compete at the 
Stamford Invitational 
Karate Tournament at 
the Stanford 
Gym Competition begins at 10 










investigating  the Economics 
Department  is proceeding 
"slowly






mittee  chairman. 
The




 with the 
original  
faculty 
committee  appointed 
by President
 John H. Bunzel
 
last spring 




Moore  said his 
committee  
will 
ask  the 
orginal
 com-




and  what 
the basis
















 the original 
com-
mittee) will be enough," said 
Moore. 
"We  don't expect to 
.invite them back
 as a 




may  be 
asked
 back to testify 
again.  
Moore said he didn't think 
the  committee would
 be able 
to finish















The  committee is 











us don't know 
what
 went on in the 
Economics Department," 
iihoore said.  "We needed to 
absorb all the information."  
"There ought to be some 
open hearings," Moore said, 
"but we aren't 
sure when we 
can have 
them or what they 
can 
be about." 
Moore  said of the open 
hearing Oct. 11: "If 
nothing 
else, it gave people the 
feeling that we were in-
terested in their opinion." He 
continued, "the committee is 
extremely sensitive about its 
credibility and is very 
anxious that the campus 
community believe us." 
If people don't 






WASHINGTON (AP) - 
The United Mine Workers 
high command has retreated 
from its optimism about 
early acceptance of a 
proposed new contract to end 
the nationwide coal strike, 
now in its ninth day. 
UMW Secretary -Treas-
urer Harry Patrick said 
Tuesday there now 




 council will turn 





bargaining council, which 
must approve the pact 
before it can be submitted 
for rank -and-file ratification, 
meets today to 



















The council members 
postponed their scheduled 
meeting 
Tuesday after 
returning from the funeral in 
Alabama for UMW official 
Samuel
 E. Littlefield, who 











committee to be fair, then it 




 meeting is 
closed to the 
public. 
Major












OIL  CO. 












 GET ON 
TO A 
GOOD  THING 
Us means Greyhound, and a lot of 
your
 fellow students 
who  are already on to a good thing. You 
leave
 when yo 
like.
 Travel comfortably. 
Arrive  refreshed  and on time. 





 Share the ride with us on 
weekends.  Holidays.
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typewriter  from 
conventional 
fabric 



















the correction cartridge. The Coronamatic 2200 
is a 
superior  electric 









 in the pro-
fessional













repeating  key actions




















 Street  286-2610 


































We're the only airline with 
Economy
 Discount Fares through-
out 
our  route system a great 
way  to save, just for skipping 
a 
meal. 
Our  Economy fare to Portland is only 
$51. Or fly Economy 
to Seattle 
for $60, and save $8 off 
Coach  fare. 
Continental is also the 
only
 trunk airline serving the 
suburban  
Los 
Angeles  airports of Hollywood/Burbank
 and Ontario from  
San Jose. We fly the only 
Wide  Bird 727-200'swith the only 
stereo, the only overhead storage. Plus Economy
 fares to save 
you 
Toney  for Christmas shopping. 







Remember too, a travel agent costs you nothing extra, so 
call one for the good word on all our 
Discount
 Fares. Or call us 
at 286-7850 At holiday time or any time, 
we














Bird with the 
Golden  Tail. 
Page









































 of the past



















have  a 


















 of farm 
living,  for 










who  also 
works  as a 
project 
































"The firm sent 
me to 








 such as 
amusement
 parks, are doing 
financially, Sinn said. "I 
found them to be a booming 
business." 
On his excursions the main 
thing he noticed was the 
desire by people to  return to 
the simpler type of life that 




said  that at each fair, 
he found many exhibits 
centered around early 
Americana 
objects,  such as 
displays of 
antique  furniture, 
old farm
 equipment, and 
recipes  for preserved foods 
and home
-baked goods. 
From  the 
Santa
 Clara 


























advances  in 
farm 
machinery










































 right and 
left,"
 he 







replica  of 
a 
New  England 
village, 
called Storrow 
Town,  replete 
( filled) with 
authentic 
houses  that are 
at least 200 
years  old, an 
inn,
 town hall, 
a 
one-room school
 house and a 
law office." 
"There is also a 
return  to 
the hand -made 








flourished  in early America 
are being 
revived,"  he noted. 
Sinn observed
 that there 
is 
a particular 





 riding and 
horse shows











area  shortly before 
Thanksgiving,
 but its oc-
cupants  won't be 





posters,  will 
be promoting 
the Air Force 







 case, the red 
truck 
will not 
be symbolic of 
a fire, 
but of 
blood,"  said 
Cadet 




of the blood drive.
 
The drive




Prieta  Ballroom 
on
 the second 
level of the 
Student  Union 
from
 8 a.m. to 
4:30 
p.m.
 on both 
days.  
"According  to records, the 
area's 29 
hospitals  require 
200 pints 
of
 blood daily. This 
is why we are 
so hopeful that 
students 
will turn out and 
give  as much 
blood as 
possible," he said. 
"It is not 
a painful procedure
 and 
most  people are in and out 






 least 18 -years -old 
and weigh a 
minimum
 of 110 
pounds. They must 
not  have 
had any recent
 serious 
illnesses, or a minor 
illness 
at the time of donation. Also, 
the student may not have 
contributed  blood within the 
last
 eight weeks. 
When a person donates his 
"life fluid," these and other 
health requirements are 
checked by a standard set of 
questions  asked of the donor. 
I a ium
 imm mij 
II John 
'n Wick at 
I 
































































customer attendance and the
 




as horseracing in California 
and Michigan, brings in 
additional
 funds, since the 
fairs are 






concession  stalls are 
also 
important sources of 
income, he 
said. 
Sinn said he 
was surprised 
to learn that 
fairs  have a 
long history and date back 
to  
eras preceeding the arrival
 
of Christ. 
"In this country, 
fairs 
originated as a 
means  by 
which 
farmers  could make 
& 
Leisure  Studies 





 Fairs served as 
a stimulus to these farmers 
who began to compete with 
each other in an attempt to 
grow 




 as the years 
went by, and people began to 
buy more of their food in-
stead of raising it, com-
petition between farmers 




exhibiting  their 
cattle, for instance, is 
not so 
much based on 
vocational  
enthusiasm as it 



















David Chiang & Ti 
Lung





































John  H. Bunzel
 
agrees 
with  the 
Student  
Union 










 to Bunzel a 
fee 
raise for part-time 
students  
from $5 







access to the same services 
that full-time students do," 
said A.S. President John 
Rico. "It's only fair to the 
fulltime students that the
 




board  works 


















 in a memo




enrollment  is 
down













 be less," 
Barrett's  
rising  at 
approximately  10 per cent a 










































































































 A NEW 











 on a highway, 
catching  
the breeze 
as the cars pass you 
by
 at 55 mph, 
you could be catching our car. 
Amtrak
 
may  not 
he as cheap as 
hitching.  But for 
the little 
money  you 
spend,  you get 
a lot more in 
return. 
Nowhere else hut
 on an Amtrak train  
kit,
 
you get so much 
room along the way. 
We give you the biggest
 seat in travel. With 
more space around
 it, um). 
From our picture
 windows, we give you
 
the kind of close-up view of 
America you 
can't get





get a different 
point  of view, 
too, from the 
people  you meet 
on the 
train.
 Since there 
are  no seat belts 
to 
hold  you back on Amtrak, 
you can roam 
the train from
 car to car. 
Maybe  grab 
something  to 
drink 
at
 the snack bar






























you'll find the Amtrak train
 
a whole 





















































Save America's Energy. Save 
Your Energy. 
Ride the Train. 
4 
A 




















































variety  of 
prizes  are 
being





tificates,  a keg 
of beer and
 a 




Donald  F. Sinn, 
more 
popular  than 
ever.  
"There 














 each other 






are a stocky 
horse, breed 




is even an 
antique 
carriage hall,"




 Augustus of 
Germany is on 
display every 





ruled  germany 
in the 19th 
century.  
Sinn said  
he was also 
careful to note 
other aspects 
of the fairs, such 
as




architecture and layout and 
their parking facilities. 
He said he found that the 
greatest source of revenue 


































Now  Open 













Gals  & 
Guys  
Professional
 Products with 
Professional  advice. Bring 
this ad in for































will  offer 






















































































it happened it 
would be 
only
 one example 
of Gale's 
driving  compulsion
















































 Norman Mineta to 
take the stage































 of a city,"
 said 
Gale. In 









has  not 
only 
paid  a high 
tribute  to 
jazz,








 as a 
city to un-
derstand its 
artistic  values," 
Gale said. 
"I'm
 not asking 
the 
city to support
 me in 
this
 
capacity.  I only 
ask  that they 
cooperate 































his  home 
city
 of New 
York. 
It




and  drums, 
attached
 to a 









perform on it. 
At some point 
it stops,
 the street 
is blocked 
off,  and a free 
concert and 
lecture  is 
given.
 
"This would educate 
people to jazz, the players of 
jazz, 
and  to the fact that jazz 
is an original




 of the 
droopy
-eyed,  mellow -voiced 
musician's jazz
 crusade are 
children. Gale, father
 of six, 
including one adopted child, 
feels that children need 
music to grow as human 
beings, so he tours schools 
and children's wards 
delivering his message of 
music.  
"Through music there is a 
great love of 
life," Gale said 
ernestly. "Children deserve 




 Gale is also 
currently
 negotiating with 
the 
St. Jude hospital for 
a 
series of benefit concerts to 
raise
 money to combat 
children's diseases. 
"Young people have got to 
know that jazz musicians are 
cncerned about humanity," 
he said. "Jazz 
makes you a 
lover of great 
things. It 
makes you want the 
greatest 





the  Inner Peace Children's 
Ranch, a four and one half 
acre spread which offered 
children  chance to get 
into another environment," 
but he was forced to give it 
up. "I'm in duebt right now 
for owing people for animals 
and things," he explained. 
Gale is enrolled at SJSU 
this  semester and works as 
and 
associate







permanently  after a 
two -
month  residency 
at Stanford 
in 1971. "After
 30 years in 
New York I felt 
the need for 
a 
change,"  Gale 







California "seemed more 
suitable for a different kind 














 of my 
music  is 
inner peace.















 to your 
respect for
 yourself and for 
other people."
 






By Tanya Remkes 
The 
Asian  Art Festival, a 
multi -media art show is now 
on exhibit through Saturday 
in the Art Building gallery. 
The exhibit is free and 
open to the public. 













"Buddha in Abstract form" 
by Martha Bonsall is a 
textile using bright colors of 
orange, green, red and blue. 
Another work, which 
is 
almost life-size is 
a portrait 
by Lil
 Y. Yeung of a police 










There are also several 
paintings 
of
 Oriental trees  
and birds 
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artist  Mike Nock 
and  the Fourth Way
 
continue the 
spirit of Jazz Week
 tonight at 8 
in the Joint 
Effort Coffeehouse.
 Tickets for 
the performance
 are $1.50. 
Nock is known 
for his keyboard
 work on 











 manager Dick 
Rossi. 
Born in 




U.S. in 1961 
on
 a scholarship 
to the Berklee 
School
 of Music. 
His career has
 included 
performances with most of the 
jazz greats of 
the 
past
 dozen years. 
Performing with Nock will be the Fourth 
Way, an 
internationally
 known jazz quartet. 
The group 
utilizes































From its earliest origins in 
the 
Greek  Chorus of ancient 
Athens  into modern times 
the art of oral interpretation 
has facinated western 
man.
 
That art will be 
displayed  
Tuesday, Nov. 26 
during the 
preliminary 
competitions  in 
















certainly  a 
long and 
popular 



















30's -the 40's 
Be




























 Ave., SJ 
peition which is now in its 
25th year." 
Although the Kaucher 




 are not the 
private 
domain of drama 
students, but 
open
 to all 
students and, in 
fact,  has 
been won by students
 from 





yearly since 1949, is 
in honor 





and drama from 1930 to 1957 
and thereafter a professor 
emeritus at SJSU. 
Material for the oral 
readings is judged upon its 
suitability to the reader, the 
particular audience
 for 
which it is intended and its 
adaptability
 to the Kaucher 
Contest guidelines. 
"The readings may be any 
Tuesday 







narrative prose or several 
things put into a theme. It 
doesn't matter if the reading 





understand  and, 
also, it should 
be of high 
literary value 
and appeal." 
Sign-ups for the contest 
are being taken in the main 
office 
of
 the Theater Arts 
Department 
in the Speech 
and Drama 




are asked to provide the title 
of the 
reading, its author, 
the  
student's name, major, year 
in 




 850 will be 
presented to 
the eventual 
winner of the contest, chosen 
from six finalists during the 
final competitions held on 
Thursday,

















tonight  at 
































racing  is as 
old















This card will admit on* 
student upon payment of 
American.
 So 
relive  the 














 Satur- . 
Current Student I.D. will 
day.  You 
only  have 
to
 
*be requested for admit. 
be 18! 
Post  time 
is 1 
stance. Good one day only 
3




 Jockey Club 
* 
Oct. 



























A family portrait done in a 
stitchery wall -hanging made 
of batik, silk and cotton, was 
made by Daisy Mah. 
"Grouping varied pieces 
together in a 
subtle  manner 
enchances the quality ot 
each piece and brings about 
a total Asian effect," said 
Dr. Nancy Wey, coordinator 




Chinese music and verse is 







 when he began 




on the East 
coast in the late '60s, 
Gale 
characterized




-That was the name
 I used 
when I first introduced
 it," 
he said. "But it has grown 
since then. I would call it 
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tonight  is 6 
p.m. in 
PER  101, 



























































































































































 has been 
their lack 




coach  Ivan 
Guevara
 will field one
 of his 











vantage during the last 
few 
seasons,
 but this year, 
we're  
finally matching up 
with the 
people we 





 11-15 record last season 
and 
according to basketball 
ratings,
 SJSU is predicted to 
finish fourth in the Pacific 
Coast Athletic Association 
( 
PCAA)
 this year. 
































-We'll try and use the big 
men more and move





Don Orndorff, 6 
foot
 7, who 
redshirted  last season
 to 
play baseball,
 will play one 
of the 




6-5,  Russ Palmer, 6-
6, and Ron Fair, 
6-7,






Dennis  Black, 
6-0, will 
add depth to the 
Spartans' 
shooting and




zone and a very 
good shooter," 
said 





mages) and is the best 






 could be playing 
at 
guard
 for the Spartans
 if his 
eligibility is 
cleared  by the 






 guard are Ken
 
Mickey, 





At center, the 
Spartans 
have Rick 




















































































































































 of them. 
"We've 












said.  "We 
play 
Montanta 




























got a tough pre-
season 








 Jose has 
traditionally




expressed  that 
this season's
 team will 
have 
to 








have  to stress a 
strong defense, balanced 
offense, good
 shot selection 
to make or team a fun-
damentally sound team," 
Aiding coach Guevara this 
season will be assistants 
coach Dave  
Waxman and 
junior varsity coach Joe 
Jennum.  
The Spartans went 11-15 
overall last season and 
2-10 
in the PCAA, 
but  according 
to coach Guevara SJSU 
might surprise some people 
this year with their strength
 
on the boards and consistant 
outside
 shooters. 
tong Beach State 
University and San Diego 





"Long Beach is still a very 
good team despite 













By Mike Romito 
Eric Saulny, guard on the 
SJSU varsity basketball 
squad,  may not play this 
season because of a 
con-
ference technicality. 
The senior eager injured 
his leg last year
 during the 
Spartans' third
 game of the 
season, played
 parts of the 
next two road games 
with 
the injury and redshirted
 the 
rest of the season. 
But according
 to NCAA 
basketball rules, a 
player 
cannot claim a whole year of 





I.ast  year 
Saulny  was 
diagnosed  by a 
doctor as 
having
 tendonitis, but 
after  
he complained
 of the pain 
and 
was  forced to 
leave  the 
fifth game





he had a 
stress fracture 
of the fibula. 
This type 







conference  in 
May of 
this year, granted 
Saulny 
permission  to play 
for SJSU
 this season. 
But 
a dispute 










 lack a little 
depth, 
that's our 
main  problem, but 
we 
have the nucleus
 of a 
strong team." 
That's the outlook of 
Richard 
Chew,  first -year 
head coach of the SJSU 
gymnastics team.
 Chew took 
over for 
Rea  Anders, who 
accepted a 
coaching  job at 
Cal 






until later in 
the  year, but we 
should 
be right in the PCAA 




Saturday at 7:30 p.m., 
when 
the squad 
tangles  with the
 
alumni. Chew
 is an SJSU
 
graduate
 and finds 
himself  
in a 
unique  situation. 





















he'll  be 
competing  
against












































 be sort of 
a 
preliminary and
 we'd like to 
see what 
we can do." 
Chew













































Projecting on the long 
season ahead, 
Chew  admits 
some
 rebuilding will be 
needed. 
"We lost some people to 
graduation and that 
will pose 












"But we do 
have
 John 









There are six events: 
floor 
exercises, pommel horse, 
rings, vaulting, parallel
 bars 
and the horizontal bar. 
"Then
 we've got Mike 
Grimm who's
 a J.C. transfer 
from Golden 
West College. 
We expect great things
 from 
Mike, he's just started
 to 
develop. 
"Marty Sharp is a 
fresh-
man who came
 to us from 
the Santa Clara 
Youth 
Village. His main problem is 
youth, but he should be a 
good all-around man. 
Fullerton
 favored 
SJSU has placed 
second  in 
the PCAA 















COMM ard & SAWA CLARA 
COCKTAILS   PITCHER BEER 





















seasons, and this year Cal 
State, Fullerton, a new entry 
in the PCAA, 
will  add to 
SJSU's problems. 
"Cal State, Fullerton has 
one of the strongest 
programs in the 
West,"
 
Chew said. "They're 
definitely the favorite." 
The invitational meets 
continue through Dec. 21, 
with the season 
contest  
beginning Jan. 17. Then the 
Spartans meet some tough 
teams like the University of 
Oregon, Fullerton, Long 
Beach State University, 
U.C. 
Berkeley and others. 
It's an ominous looking 
slate, but Chew is optomistic 
about SJSU's chances, and 
happy about being back in 
California after living in the 
Midwest for some time, 




 wanted to get 
back to 
California.  This 
position became attractive 
and I decided 
it was a  good 























 is a 





































































regardless  of 
time, 
shall  be counted




















hockey  team 
will host U.C. Berkeley today 










































































EXCEPT when a student 
athlete is granted an ad-
ditional year of competition 















































































 is in a 
bind and to 
help
 Eric it would 






















































































In The Erotic 
World  of 





 teams up 







Garry Wills provides a 
more 
straightforward
 view of international arbitrator 
Henry 
Kissinger.




the best view of all in Sex Stars of 1974. 
Then. 
Dan Greenburg casts a porno 
film. Hunter 
Thompson
 attends a shark hunt.
 and Murray 
Kempton eulogizes the
 late jazz master
 Duke 
Ellington.  It's 
all  
topped
 off in style by our 
statuesque December Playmate, long and 
lovely 
Janice


























































































By David Reyes 
We must separate our 
Chicano art from politics," 
said Chicano author 
Jose  A. 
Villarreal Monday night 
as 
he spoke to more than 125 
persons in the S.U. 
Umunhum 
Room. 
Villarreal, the first 
Chicano writer to have a 
novel published 15 years ago 
said that Chicano artists who 
are creating literary art with 
a political nature should stop 








ourselves, we should 
separate the politics
 from 
the art," he 
said. 
In Mexico 
the artists are 
doing great 
things  within the 
world of art and the same 
could be done here, 
Villarreal said. 
"I am not against the 
political movement ..I 
am 
against using artistic powers 
in a negligent way," he said.
 
Villarreal, 
who said he 
considers himself a 
mediocre writer, said that 
only a few 
literary
 geniuses 
















community  in 
the early 
1900's gave










 had to 



























































































 Richard M. 
Nixon 
at 









 well enough 
to 
testify in the 
Watergate  
cover-up trial. 
Nixon's lawyer, Herbert J. 
Miller, Jr., told U.S. District 
Judge John J. Sirica that the 
doctors wanted guidance on 




 would be 
made public. 
Sirica told Miller that 
"as I 
understand  it, it 
will  only be 
necessary for the doctors ... 
to
 state their 
conclusions  for 
the record 
whether  or not we 
can have 
a deposition taken 
or what




medical history on 



























Villarreal said that what 
was 
wrong with the 
situation in 
San Jose was
 that "our 
Chicano








 because a 
Chicano
 does it," he said. 
"We are too early along 
in 
literature,  only 10 years 
old, 
it takes 30 to 40 years 
to
 be 
fully recognized," he 
added.  
"Our
 critics are 
not  
literary









 offered his own 
experience
 with his book that 
was 




 Dr. Ramon Ruiz. 
The critic 
only scan read the 
book and left 
three or four 
factual  errors that ended up 
on the





atrocious. He said 
Richard 
(the main character) 
joined  
the Army but he 




 seen a 
critical review
 of Chicano 




literature,usually  we are 
assessed
 by second rate
 half. 
competent persons 
and  that 
is a farce," he 
said.  
The lecture 










At a time  when many people 
are busy shopping for 




vices class are 
making  quilts 
that now 





"I realized quilts were 
going to be popular again a 
long time ago," said class 
instructor Mary Cox, a pre-
med student at San Jose 
City 
College.  
"When I was a 
child,  my 
family
 used to go 
to a cabin 






patterns  on the 
quilts  and 
wondered 




 Cox said. 
Material  saved 
"I saved material
 for 10 
years, then tried to make a 
quilt on my own but you just 
can't learn quiltmaking from 
a book,"
 she said. 




how to make 
quilts  and "she 
taught 






Cox has been been 
teaching the eight -week 
quilting course at SJSU for 
two years. 
"Penny Terry 
(the head of 
Leisure Services), found 
me at the 
YWCA 
where I 
was teaching a quilting class 
and asked me if I would 
teach the course here at 
SJSU 
"I 
was grateful for the 
opportunity
 to teach quilt -
making to college students 
because I feel I am sensitive 
to the needs of college 
students 
since  I'm one 














"We study the 
different  
designs
 that have 





 the end 
of
 the 
class,  we make a 
small quilt 
which can be 
used
 for either 
a wall hanging
 or for a 
baby," 











 Cox did not say 
how 
much  
it costs to 
make  a 
quilt  in her 
class, she
 did say 
the cost 



















"there have been men who 
dropped in and said
 they 
were interested in 
the  
class," Cox said. 
"I think one of the reasons 
there haven't been any men
 
in the class is men feel they 
need to 
know
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 Office. If you 
haven't 
signed 




forms at the 
Business 
Office, 























 is held 
annually 
for the staff and 
faculty of 
the university. 
Held in the cafeteria the 
last two years, this year's 
party for 1,200-1,500 people, 
would have featured hors 
d'oeuvres punch and coffee, 
according to Jim Noah, 
director of university 
relations. 
Noah 












"It is a budgetary thing," 
said Noah who added that it 
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-Free Center Party -
Will  Speak About the 
Palestinian 
Controuer,y  & The 





























 commg Friday and every 
single
 
Friday  to come 
from
 now on 
(until November 30th, 1974), this 
coupon is good for a 10% discount 
on 
all parts 
and labor on any 
service work 






 body card. 
Without
 your student 
body

















Volkswagen may be 
found  at 
1560  




 We figure you're 
in college, 
you




so per cent Cs'  
on All Jewelery in 

















RING SIZER by sending 
25 cents for 
postage and handling
































Early  Graduation sound Appealing? 
Check out January Session courses 
for those 
extra  units 



















room 120 sq. ft 5100 ma Call 295 
1771. Shirlee




Future CPA's Learn How to Prepare 
for the CPA Exam Becker CPA 
Review Course Call collect








Christian  Science 
Organization  
meets 





 is welcome!  
The Ideal Gift.
 The Profit by R 
Berk 
man 
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 265 14401 9 p
 
in , 2186 Lincoln 
Ave 
SUMMER JOBS FOR '75 
No experience necessary Apply fry 
lobs at Stale and Federal Praks. 
Guest Ranches. Tourist 
resorts.  
private camps 




 over 200 
California
 names and addresses 
Send 02 00 to J 0 B. P 0 Box
 708 
Monterey,  CA 93940 
Rent a TV or 




 Esche's 251 2598. 
Hey  You Turkeys, 





 at the annual Alpha 
Phi 




Park and back. Two 
divisions. 






































super  gift 
DO a 
number
 with your tree 
Slit 95 inci free 
postg  












 right in your
 own bedroom 
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so tight you 
can  use it as a 
regular























Indian Made Turquoise 








Williams  St Phone 998
 1282 
Flocked 
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st SO each New
 summer king site 
tapestries Sa ft Incense pack of 
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Air.  Mao 
Wheel,  
1111 
Tach  24 MPG. Many Extras. Like 
New Best Offer 
-Jim (4151 747-0354. 
Shreded Foam Rubber -45 cents per 
pound Call 293 2954 
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Radials, New top &seats. AM Radio, 




Tape Deck. Teac 4010
 
Re,')








Sloths Level Acre with nice small 
home near
 Lincoln & Minnesota.
 
Willow 
Glen.  Ideal for planting or 
other uses. Will sell or consider 
Lease 
Option  to responsible
 persons. 
142,000.  For amt. write Owner. 
P.O.  
Box 311. Aptos 
















 '66 -Restored - 
Hardtop, magi. radials. Much 
work
 
done  -Must see 





4 10" Maps fits all Chest or GMC 5 lug 
pickup
 Call 
erg after 5:30 weekdays 
Any time on weekend SOO, 354 1392 










$175  00 Call 22$ 5030. 












a Press, bring this 
ad 2 
pants YOU PAY FOR ONE
-limited 
otter ends 













 skirts, shirts, most 
dresses  inc
 
l. Must bring 
this
 ad -NO 
LIMIT 
$2.00
 Pants Special, pants 
longer  or 
shorter if you know the
 inseam 





ad -NO LIMIT -
Tailor
 on duty.
 KELLEY 8. 
LOUISE 
CLEANERS,  Santa Clara St. at 12th 
St 
Typing 
term papers, theses, etc 





















867 2389 eyes. 
San Fernando
 House 
Near Centennial Hall 8. Library. 
Parking. color T V., Kitchen
 
privileges, linen 
I maid service. 
569.50
 share, 1.19 50 single. 237 E San 
Fernando Phone 







Deposit  Lease 
til
 May See 
Mgr. 635 S. 11th St. No. I 290-0102 
Male or Female approx. 24 or older. I 
amen Asian American female 
grad 





 loran open, 
honest 







discuss and work out 

















COnd. & snao crpts. AEK Rent due 















Jose  Residence Club Co-ed 






 TV Ping pang, kit. 
Prof. Typing. Term papers,  




Theses. ext. IBM Selectric 
with grand piano. free 
Continental
 break -



















Phone  265 1440 I 
9p
 m 
7186  Lincoln 
Turquoise. Rugs and
 Leather, Come 
Ave 
on down,





 St Phone 998 1282  
Sony 6660 
Best










and plays in both directions. Just 
adjusted,
 cleaned and oiled. 1375 
(would cost MO 
new)
 371.5007 after 
5 00 p m. 
PROTECT YOURSIILF 
AGAINST  
RAPE & ASSAULT! Carry 
REBUFF
 personal protection 
spray 
in your pose or pocket. Holds and 
conceals 
easily
 in hand. Also 
protects
 






inct,  S3 50 ea.. 2 far 
$6.50! 
Send check or money order





Jose, CA 95128. 












tst4Irt  ey 
ioSuar 
wide 
selection to choose from 
Touring 
bikes are also in stock
 to 
round out a 
complete
 bicycle 
collection.  Gene's 
prvides










 come down 
and  let Gene's 
take
 




1188 E Williams 5 J. CA 
Downtown  W 
000000
 Os -Under 
new 
,anaornent.  Low











Check  our prices! Special
 
prices on purchases 
01
 2 or more 





Wat 000000 - San Jose's oldest 







 extended 10 SJSU 
Students
 
and faculty. Yin Yang waterbeds 
Locations in 
San Jose, Campbell,  
Santa Clara, 
Mountain View, and 
Morgan Hill. Visit our warehouse 
showroom  01 2331 S. 7th St. at 
Tully 






with  white 
top. G60 Tires with 
U.S
 mags. Call 
Fred 297 0331 evenings 

















Complete  Heated 
Beds







 photography tor your 
wedding 
You keep all 
phols taken 
plus the original negative, fend a 
tree
 white embossed 
album Budget 















 Royal Portable 
Excellent Condition 025 
262 4651
 

















137 Escobar Ave. 
Telephone























Call 2698563 or 225
 0911 
Thesis & Academic









rag / 5, 
Dryclean  Press 
bring
 






ends Oct. 31,  KELLY
 IL LOUISE 
CLEANERS














 a flOriSt does at '2 
the price 































Wank  a 
contemporary
 
approach  in 
your
 














blk from  
cam 
pus
 II 3 bath -carpeting 
5160 439 S 
4th
 St Call 
990-8619 
2 1r..0170 New 
Carpets,  drapes, pool 8. 
rec room 
2 blks from college 
51. 
So 5th St 286 
2849  
Furn. Apt., 1 Berm , water,
 garb 
& 




 2060230 or 290 0190 
female to Share Spacious BOrm Apt. 












 257 7536 after 
p 
Woman Rm. Mate wanted to Share 2 
beim apt 
w same No pets or 
smoking. Grad student tor age 25 4- ) 
prefer. Saratoga Call 





 Quiet. $110 plus 
deposit. All 011 pd. 2 blocks 
from 
SJSU. Avail Dec. IS 293.4401 eves. 
Two or Three 
Bedroom  Apartments 
for Rent. 470S.
 




8- 5 Mon Thru Fri 









 IS, 793.4401 
eves  
YEAR 
ROUND   1135,2
 
Beim  
Loftin  apt. 













girl Kr priv Near
 SJSU-S70  
ma 
& dep All
 WO pd 























































school  ve 3 
Other  girls 
$0350 II 
!Oil
















 & Women Drivers for ice cream,
 
candy. 
soft  drink refute Afternoons.
 
and weekends,  
full
 Or 
part  time. 30 to 
50 percent commission. Tropical Ice 
Cream Co 














 apt. with 
sensitive  young man. W.C.P. and 
















 Summit  Calculater-Serial
 No 
10771 Nov 12 Reward. Call 996 7439 
HELP WANTED 
Wanted Driver fer Car (no 
Passengers)
 to Tucson. Ant -Dec.
 




 Sell the exciting 
new 
Electronic Quartz




























Percussionist with congas and bongos 
wanted for



























PS Fuzzy nCie 11 OOP 
Wholesale Waterbeds, from one of 
largest frame mfgr Call 2639520 







Fill the awkward semester

























 to live in ml 
home frOm
 12.19 
to 1 le Call for
 further 
details  353. 
1062 




 or Alive Will  
pay)











































 Cad 219 
8681 
or,  step 




& San Sae. actor 








 & Wert Colil.
 
Tuneup. repa, & 
front  and align 
man 
Open  Sat 
Bring this 
ad tar 







 I" name 
Dec 
9.15/u 





 Mt. View. 941.2177 








 repairs on 
Foreign 
cars  Minor only on 
American cars 















SCA.  11687 San Vincent,
 
Blvd. No. I, L.A. Calif.
 90049 
Tel 
(2131826  5669.826.0955 















Contact  Student Services West, 
235E. 
Santa Clara No 
710,






















 CO., Dept Al, P.O.
 
BOX
 003, Corte Madera, CA 94923 
Need 
ride to L 




 Nov 15 Will Share as 
penses Call 




Friday Flicks presents 





youth, Moe and violence. A 












































































































fourth  places 
in the 
short
-field  landing 
event, an 
event


















































-off  landing 
event,
 the team 
took
 first, 
third  and fourth 
places. This 
A forum




 fight against 
housing 
and occupational 
discrimination  will be 
presented from 2-3:30 
p.m.  
today




Studies,  the forum 
will feature speakers from 

















































































in which the participants who aim for a specific spot to 
have to identify the 






 and an 
number and name of 
the honorable mention. 
aircraft after viewing a slide 
for three seconds. 
The  team will 
now  go to 
In the message drop, in- national
 competition in 
volving a pilot and passenger Santa Fe, N.M. 
this  spring. 




 I AP) 
The House has begun 
favorable action on a Senate 




 former President 
Richard M. Nixon's tapes 
and 
papers
 and open up 
those dealing with 
Watergate to the public. 
The bill specifically 
requires public 
access "to 
provide the public with the the tapes on radio or 




reasonable date, of the 
abuses of governmental The bill was approved by 











after  revisions 
What public access means were 
made to put more 
is not spelled out. There is emphasis
 on the 
some doubt, for example, requirement
 for opening up 
whether the bill would allow the 
material
 to public ac -
public broadcasts of some of cess. 
Campus  briefs 
Brigade
 and Wei Min 
She. 
   
A talk on "revolution 
and  



















 and is con-
sidered an 
authority
 in that 
field. 
   
Environmental
 issues will 
be discussed over 





Department  on KOME's 
)98.5 ) expressway from 9 
a.m.
 to noon Dec. 
1. 
Interested









   
Asian -American Studies 
will present ''Duel of Fists" 
as  their last film festival 
movie this semester at 
6:30 
and 9 p.m. Saturday. The 
movie 
is about Kung Fu 

























































: JET ROUND TRIP SAN FRANCISCO/ 
MAZATLAN 
: 5 nites-6 days hotel 
accomodations  
(based on twin bedded rooms) 
: BREAKFAST AND 
DINNER  each day 
: TRANSFER 






















Types  of Plants
 


















   
A job preparation class 




 Union today 
from 1 
to 5 p.m. Letters of 
application, resumes and 
interviewing techniques will 




ning and Placement. 
   





vacations,  sick 
leave,




insurance will be discussed 
at noon 
today  in rooms A and 
13 in the 
Faculty  Cafeteria. 





Health  science 







help  with any 
other  problems 
may meet 
with  Dr. Helen Ross at 
1 p.m. 
Friday
 in the Health 
Science 












by Heraldo Da 
Silva. 
Further information may 









 by Alpha Phi 
Omega, a 
service  fraternity, 
will be held at 3:30 p.m. 
Tuesday Nov. 26. 
The trot starts at Seventh 
and San Carlos streets and 
participants will run to 
Williams Street Park and 
back.  
The first prize is a live 
turkey. The second prize is a 
live duck and the third prize 
is a live chicken. 
   
Ehud Ulmart, a member
 
of the Israeli Parliament
 
from the Free Center Party, 
will 
lecture on the 
Palestinian
 controversy and 
the
 Jersusalem situation on 
Friday, at the Jewish 
Student 
Center,  441 S. 10th 
Street at 8 p.m.































STUDENT  BODY 
CARD
 


















available  only to students, faculty,
 
staff and their 
immediate  families of San Jose 
State University.
 
For information and reservations,











 SAN JOSE, 
CALIF.











 and in. 
dudes
 an 







terra  I on file with 




Fare may vary 




travelling. Aircraft used are 8707 dr
 
008  or














should  be 








































 to a rough
 set of 
curricular
 priorities 
that  had 
been 
outlined  







things  first 
"In the sense
 of first things 
first," 
Burns  wrote, 
"curricular  



















































the arts and 
sciences. 
The  committee agreed 
that Burns'
 statement should 
serve as 
a starting point in 
the 
process  of setting 
priorities. 
After the 





 will be 
reconsidered at the corn -
mitt's next meeting. 
Senate 
approval  
If it is then
 adopted, it 




proval, as a 
general 
framework from 
which  the 







The committee's decision 
was preceded by an hour's 
discussion on the value 
of 
employing
 economic and 
demographic
 studies to tr) 
to put curricular
 priorities in 
the context of 
future  social  
needs. 
The university needs 
to 





Dr.  John Win-
terle. professor
 of history. 
"Unless  we plan for the 
future,"
 Winterle warned,  
the 
committee's recom-
mended priorities would be 
"about as useful as Cardinal 









science,  replied 
he 
believes the


















to the rather 
con-
servaVve















 trying to 
turn 
out a 








bers  agreed 
that some 
projections  of 
future social
 
needs  would be 
helpful, but 
most said they 
felt such 
predictions  
were  not 
essential
 to setting 
academic 
priorities.  



























































































invites  you to 
shop or sell 
Handcrafted 
& commercial 








70 E. San 
Fernando  











years,  College 
Student
 
Insurance Service (CSIS), through
 
its 15 California agency offices, 
has provided students 
with special
 
low cost auto and motorcycle 
insurance. Our 
rates are as low
 
as possible, honest
 and no 
student is 
refused.  For 
a no -
hassle  
























 Statesman and 
Head 
of 
the Jewish Agency 













































































 In N. 
California  
















Between  Sears 
and 280 
Phone 
286-9839 
-11,..1,w.
 
 1.4 
